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Proton migration is a ubiquitous process in chemical reactions related to biology, combustion, and
catalysis. Thus, the ability to manipulate the movement of nuclei with tailored light within a hydrocarbon
molecule holds promise for far-reaching applications. Here, we demonstrate the steering of hydrogen
migration in simple hydrocarbons, namely, acetylene and allene, using waveform-controlled, few-cycle
laser pulses. The rearrangement dynamics is monitored using coincident 3D momentum imaging
spectroscopy and described with a widely applicable quantum-dynamical model. Our observations reveal
that the underlying control mechanism is due to the manipulation of the phases in a vibrational wave packet
by the intense off-resonant laser field.
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The rearrangement of hydrocarbon bonds via the migra-
tion of a hydrogen atom can result in major deformations of
molecular architecture and, thus, alter the molecule’s
chemical properties. Examples include keto-enol tautom-
erism where the migration of a proton changes an aldehyde
into an alcohol. Isomerization reactions of that kind have
been the subject of numerous studies [1,2]. Of particular
interest was to determine the so-called isomerization time,
which has been measured to be within several tens of fs in
small hydrocarbons [3–6]. The phenomenon has also been
observed in larger molecules, such as protonated triglycine
[7]. Tracing of the hydrogen migration from different
locations within the molecule has been made possible
via isotope labeling; see, e.g., Refs. [8–10]. The ability to
exert control over the migration could lead to advancement
in topics such as the efficiency of catalytic reactions [11]
and combustion reactions regarding fuel and energy
research [12]. Furthermore, light-induced control of hydro-
gen migration may open new reaction pathways which
cannot materialize by other means.
Despite its direct relevance to applied chemistry, studies

regarding the control of the hydrogen migration process
have been scarce and have been limited to theory [13,14]
for a long time. However, recent progress has been made in
coherently controlling isomerization reactions using fun-
damental parameters of ultrafast strong-field laser sources.
Xie et al. varied the pulse duration and intensity to explore
the isomerization of ethylene [15] and reported control of
the total fragmentation yields of various hydrocarbons [16].
Here, we demonstrate steering of the direction of the

hydrogen migration using the electric field waveform of

intense few-cycle laser pulses. This approach goes beyond
earlier work on toluene [17] and methanol [18] using two-
color pulses with a duration of tens of fs. In contrast, the
duration of our few-cycle laser pulses is significantly shorter
than the time scale of the isomerization dynamics, therefore,
avoiding charge-resonance-enhanced ionization [19] occur-
ring at large internuclear distances [20]. Moreover, an
influence of electron localization-assisted enhanced ioniza-
tion on the dissociation reactions, recently demonstrated for
acetylene theoretically [21,22] and experimentally [23], is
also avoided. In comparison to earlier experiments using
longer pulses, our experiment, therefore, allows the study of
the pure predetermination of amolecular reaction in the sense
that the laser field initiates a reaction but is not present during
the actual reaction.
The electric field of a few-cycle laser pulse can be

described in the time domain as EðtÞ ¼ E0ðtÞ cos ðωtþ ϕÞ,
whereE0ðtÞ is the envelope,ω the carrier frequency, andϕ is
the phase between the carrier and the envelope [carrier enve-
lope phase (CEP)]. The CEP determines the electric field
waveform on a subfemtosecond time scale and has proven to
be a powerful parameter for controlling electron motion in
various systems [20,24–26]. It has also recently been shown
to apply to the control of nuclear wave packets [27].
In the present work, we show that the CEP of a few-cycle

laser pulse further permits us to steer complex photochemi-
cal reactions involving structural rearrangements towards a
desired outcome. This goes beyond steering the directional
ion emission from a molecule undergoing a simple dis-
sociation reaction, such as deprotonation [27,28]. Using a
reaction microscope (REMI) [29], we observe asymmetric
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emission of carbon ions from acetylene and trihydrogen
ions from allene as a function of the CEP of the driving
laser pulses. The results are interpreted in terms of a
quantum mechanical model where the direction of hydro-
gen migration results from the phases of a superposition of
vibrational modes manipulated by the laser CEP.
The experimental setup will be described in detail

elsewhere. Briefly, hydrogen migration in acetylene and
allene is induced and controlled by intense, CEP-stable 4-fs
laser pulses at a carrier wavelength of 750 nm and 10-kHz
repetition rate. The near-single-cycle pulses are obtained
from the SMILE laser system at the Ludwig-Maximilians-
Universität (LMU), which is based on the Femtolasers
Femtopower HR CEP4 amplified laser system. The CEP of
the laser is stabilized using the feed-forward technique [30]
and measured using either a stereo-ATI phase meter [31] (in
the acetylene experiments) or an f-2f interferometer [32] (in
the allene experiments).
In the REMI, the linearly polarized laser pulses are

focused (f ¼ 17.5 cm) into a cold gas jet of neutral
hydrocarbon molecules. A homogeneous electric field is
used to direct all ions generated in the laser focus onto a
time- and position-sensitive multihit capable detector
providing the three-dimensional momentum distributions
of multiple ions in coincidence.
To study the strong-field steering of hydrogen-bond

rearrangements in acetylene, we focus on its isomerization
to vinylidene (CCH2). This channel necessarily involves the
migration of one of the protons from one side of themolecule
to the other. Vinylidene formation is clearly identified by the
dissociation of the dication into Cþ and CHþ

2 fragments that
obey momentum conservation (neglecting the small
momenta of the emitted electrons). The distinct separation
between the fragments from the acetylene and vinylidene
breakups, which have similar mass and momenta, is chal-
lenging and feasible so far only by coincidence detection
methods [29,33].
Figure 1(a) shows the momentum along the laser propa-

gation axis (px) versus the momentum along the laser
polarization (pz) for Cþ ions produced in the breakup of
the vinylidene dication. The nearly isotropic momentum
distribution of the Cþ ions can be understood as a conse-
quence of the hydrogen migration preceding dissociation of
vinylidene along theC─Cbond [33]. ForCþmomenta in the
indicated range −42 a:u: < pz < −28 a:u:, the Cþ ions
arrive at the ion detector almost simultaneously with the
coincident CHþ

2 fragments, which impedes their coincident
detection. Hence, only events with momenta outside the
range 28 a:u: < jpzj < 42 a:u: are considered for evaluat-
ing the CEP dependence of the Cþ emission direction. The
emission direction of the Cþ ion following the cleavage of
the C─C bond is directly indicative of whether the left
proton in acetylene has migrated to the right side (along the
laser polarization), or vice versa. The yields of Cþ ions
emitted to the right RðϕÞ or left LðϕÞ as a function of the
CEP are, therefore, a measure of the influence of the CEP on

the hydrogen migration. To quantify the CEP dependence,
we introduce the asymmetry parameter as

AðϕÞ ¼ ½LðϕÞ − RðϕÞ�=½LðϕÞ þ RðϕÞ�: ð1Þ
The CEP dependence of the asymmetry parameter ACþðϕÞ
recorded for Cþ ions and plotted in Fig. 1(b) demonstrates
the steering of the direction of protonmigration in acetylene.
For allene (H2C3H2) molecules, the hydrogen motion is

monitored through the formation of trihydrogen ions (Hþ
3 ).

This reaction channel is identified by the dissociation of the
allene dication into Hþ

3 and C3Hþ fragments. Even though
allene’s isomer propyne (HC3H3) is stable in the neutral
state and contained in low concentrations in commercially
available allene gas bottles, Hþ

3 formation has been found to
result predominantly from the isomerization of allene [8].
The results for the Hþ

3 formation from allene are
displayed in Fig. 2. The momentum distribution recorded
for Hþ

3 [Fig. 2(a)] is nearly isotropic, which is consistent
with the findings of Refs. [4,8]. The CEP dependence of the
asymmetry parameter AHþ

3
ðϕÞ demonstrates the steering of

the direction of proton migration in allene. Interestingly, we
find in our experiments that the asymmetry in the Hþ

3

formation from allene exhibits a pronounced sensitivity to
the laser intensity [34].
The CEP axes in Figs. 1(b) and 2(b) are given relative to

the phase of the asymmetry parameters [see Eq. (1)]
measured for the recoil cations of either molecule produced
by single ionization. This makes a comparison of the phases
of the asymmetry parameters recorded for hydrogen migra-
tion in acetylene and allene possible, indicating that ACþðϕÞ
and AHþ

3
ðϕÞ assume maxima for similar but not identical

CEP values. The experimental data are further compared to
predictions from our quantum mechanical calculations.
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FIG. 1. Strong-field steering of hydrogen migration in acety-
lene. (a) Measured CEP-averaged momentum distribution for Cþ
ions emitted from vinylidene dications following hydrogen
migration in acetylene induced by 4-fs laser pulses with an
intensity I ≈ 1.3 × 1014 W=cm2. The shaded area is cut out for
technical reasons (see text). The red arrow indicates the axis of
laser polarization. (b) CEP-dependent asymmetry parameter for
the Cþ yield shown in (a), evaluated for a cone of 80° around the
polarization axis of the laser. Since the absolute value of the CEP
is not known from the experiment, the phase is given relative to
the asymmetry parameter recorded for C2H

þ
2 recoil ions (see

text). The solid line depicts the calculated asymmetry curve for an
intensity of 1.5 × 1014 W=cm2, shifted along the CEP axis for
best agreement with the experiment.
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Because the absolute CEP in the experiment is not known,
the predicted curve for Cþ emission from acetylene was
shifted along the CEP for best agreement with the experi-
ment. The prediction for Hþ

3 emission from allene was
shifted by the same amount and lines up with the measured
asymmetry. Moreover, the amplitudes of the calculated
asymmetries agree reasonably well with the measured ones,
lending support to the model described in the following.
In general, any nuclear motion can be expressed in the

basis of all normal modes. We use normal modes to
describe the molecule laser interaction and reactive coor-
dinates for the description of the subsequent hydrogen
migration. The subsets of normal modes relevant for the
initiation of the reactions are illustrated in Fig. 3. For
acetylene [Fig. 3(a)], the IR-active cis-bending mode jn0i
and the IR-inactive trans-bending mode j0mi form a 2D
basis jnmi, where m, n are the number of vibrational
quanta. Here, the respective time evolution factor
exp ½−iðEm=n=ℏÞt� is implicitly included, and the relative
phase of the eigenfunctions is set to compensate any phase
offset relative to the CEP. For allene [Fig. 3(b)], three
normal modes (IR-active rocking and antisymmetric bend-
ing and IR-inactive symmetric bending) are required to
describe the initiation of isomerization by the laser field.
The interaction of the molecules with the external laser

field is calculated by solving the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation (TDSE) using the Chebychev propa-
gator. The TDSE for the neutral molecule under the
influence of the light field reads

½Hn þ μnnϵðtÞ�ΨnðtÞ ¼ iℏ
d
dt

ΨnðtÞ; ð2Þ

whereHn is the Hamiltonian of X1Σþ
g , μnn is the associated

dipole moment, and ΨnðtÞ is the nuclear wave function.

The light field ϵðtÞ is included in the dipole approximation
and is characterized by a full width at half maximum of the
intensity envelope of 4 fs.
The excitation and ionization mechanism is explained

exemplarily for acetylene. The laser only addresses the
IR-active modes jn0i, in which it creates a wave packet
e−iϕjn0i. This wave packet forms temporarily even if the
laser pulse is nonresonant to the vibration, and the phase
ϕ of the vibrational wave packet matches the laser CEP.
For our simulations, we consider that themolecule is ionized
at the peak intensity of the laser pulse. This approximation
leads to a slight overestimation of the asymmetry amplitude,
which is consistent with Figs. 1(b) and 2(b). Without the
ionization, the molecule would remain in the vibrational
ground state after the laser pulse has passed.
As the eigenfunctions of the molecular cation are slightly

different from the ones of the neutral molecule, the
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FIG. 2. Strong-field steering of hydrogen migration in allene.
(a) CEP-averaged momentum distribution and (b) CEP-
dependent asymmetry parameter for Hþ

3 ions emitted from
propyne dications following hydrogen migration in allene. The
red arrow in (a) indicates the axis of laser polarization. The CEP
dependence of the Hþ

3 emission is evaluated for a cone of 80°
around the polarization axis of the laser and at a peak intensity of
≈2.9 × 1014 W=cm2. The phase is given relative to the asym-
metry parameter recorded for C3H

þ
4 recoil ions (see text). The

measured asymmetry curve (symbols) is compared to the one
calculated (solid line) for an intensity of 3.0 × 1014 W=cm2,
shifted along the CEP axis by the same value as the theory curve
in Fig. 1(b).

FIG. 3. Reactive coordinates and normal modes used in the
theoretical description of the hydrogen migration reactions in
acetylene and allene. The wave packet formation in acetylene
(allene) is calculated on two- (three-) dimensional potential
energy surfaces (PES) along the normal modes shown in panel
(a) [(b)]. The reactive coordinates (ξ1, ξ2) represent the CCH
bond angles (shown in orange) and are used to describe the wave
packet propagation leading to isomerization by hydrogen migra-
tion from the left to the right or from the right to the left. (c) The
PES of the A3Π state of the acetylene dication, on which
isomerization occurs. The binding energy is plotted as a function
of the two reactive coordinates. The initial form of the molecule
and the two isomerized configurations are indicated. (d) Same as
(c) for the B3Π state of the allene dication relevant for the
isomerization reaction which leads to Hþ

3 formation.
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ionization leads to population of several cationic modes,
including the IR-inactive ones j0mi. This population
process by ionization is independent of the CEP. The
CEP-dependent part of the full wave packet is, therefore,
predominantly given by the basic superposition of the
fundamental IR-active and the IR-inactive modes,

Ψbasic ¼ j01i þ e−iϕj10i: ð3Þ
For interpretation of the control mechanism, it is sufficient
to concentrate on Ψbasic because it is responsible for the
asymmetric isomerization occurring in the dication. The
dication is populated 3=4 of an optical cycle after the first
ionization, which allows enough time for electron recol-
lision [35]. The (full) wave packet is projected onto the
reactive, excited dicationic state, which is the lowest
excited state we find to support isomerization.
In the second simulation step, the isomerization dynam-

ics in the reactive state is described on two-dimensional
PES along two reactive coordinates illustrated in Fig. 3.
These coordinates describe the CCH bond angles leading to
isomerization. To calculate the isomerization, we project
the wave packetΨmodes expressed in normal modes onto the
wave packet ψ reac expressed in reactive coordinates. The
projection is performed via the respective eigenfunctions of
the dication ground state

ψ reac ¼
X

i;j

hΨmodesjΦiihΦijϕjijϕji; ð4Þ

where Φi are the normal mode eigenfunctions, and ϕj are
the reactive coordinate eigenfunctions.
The isomerization is simulated through evolution of the

prepared wave packet on the reactive states for 480 fs with
time intervals of 0.24 fs. The reactive states are the A3Π
state of the acetylene dication [Fig. 3(c)] and the B3Π state
of the allene dication [Fig. 3(d)]. On both reactive states,
the Franck-Condon region is not the global minimum.
Isomerization occurs if small barriers in the PES are
overcome by the kinetic energy of the generated wave
packets and the isomerization minima indicated in Figs 3(c)
and 3(d) are reached. From these isomerization minima,
dissociation can take place. The dissociation yield L (R)
corresponding to the left (right) isomerization is quantified
by the part of the wave packet at the corresponding
isomerization minimum after integration over the propa-
gation time. The asymmetry parameter A is calculated from
L and R according to Eq. (1).
For the isomerization of acetylene to vinylidene, the

control mechanism is illustrated by the calculated wave
packet propagation displayed in Fig. 4. The wave packet
that is prepared in the neutral and cation is projected onto
the reactive A3Π state in the dication and propagated along
the two reactive coordinates introduced above. The wave
packet possesses a CEP-dependent preferential propagation
direction contained in the basic wave packet Ψbasic. The
propagation direction results in population of either one of

the two indicated potential minima corresponding to the
left or the right vinylidene configurations. This leads to
the experimentally observed bias in the Cþ emission
direction after dissociation of the C─C bond, tunable with
the CEP.
The isomerization of allene to propyne occurs on the PES

plotted in Fig. 3(d) in a similar manner as the isomerization
of acetylene but is more complex. The reactive coordinates
for the allene isomerization are a linear combination of eight
normal modes. Three of these modes [one IR-inactive, two
IR-active ones; see Fig. 3(b)] are populated in the prepa-
ration step, giving rise to a CEP-dependent wave packet
Ψ¼j00miþe−iϕðjn100iþj0n20iÞ, which allows for steer-
ing of the direction of hydrogen migration. We believe that
the proposed model can be extended to dynamics in even
larger molecules—including rearrangements of functional
groups, such as the keto-enol tautomerization—as long as
the proper reaction coordinates can be identified.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated experimentally

that few-cycle laser pulses can be exploited to steer the
preferential direction of hydrogen migration in small
hydrocarbon molecules. The hydrogen migration processes
leading to the isomerization of acetylene to vinylidene and
to Hþ

3 formation in allene can be understood in terms of a
nuclear control mechanism similar to the one proposed in
Ref. [27]. According to this mechanism, a field-sensitive
nuclear wave packet is prepared during the few-fs inter-
action of the molecules with the laser field which prede-
termines the outcome of an isomerization reaction taking
place on a significantly longer time scale. The efficiency of
the control could be improved by resonant excitation of the
vibrational modes and driving ionization by even shorter
laser pulses. Our work has implications on the strong-
field coherent control of more complex photochemical

FIG. 4. Schematic of the control mechanism for hydrogen
migration in acetylene. Vibrational wave packets of the
Ψbasicð0Þ ¼ j01i þ j10i (top row) and the ΨbasicðπÞ ¼
j01i − j10i (bottom row) superposition (see text) are propagated
on the PES of the first excited state of the acetylene dication along
two reactive coordinates. The contour lines display snapshots of
the calculated nuclear wave packet which leads to isomerization
of the acetylene dication. The CEP of the few-cycle pulse
determines the sign in the superposition and thereby influences
whether the left proton moves to the right (top row) or the right
proton to the left (bottom row).
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reactions, which may lead to alteration of the structural and
functional properties of hydrocarbon molecules.
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